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Executive Summary
The demands of meeting ongoing operational needs while 
enabling an agile response to changing business requirements 
can leave overwhelmed IT groups struggling to maintain an 
accurate, up-to-date data center asset inventory. The complex, 
dynamic nature of today’s IT environments exacerbates the 
situation, making it virtually impossible to compete this 
fundamental task. This leads to challenges with audit response 
and waste reduction, and clouds strategic decision-making.

Without a clear understanding of the relationships  
among assets and the business services they support,  
IT is unable to support customers and employees with  
optimal effectiveness. To fulfill the strategic role expected  

of IT in the modern digital enterprise, it’s essential to take  
a holistic approach to asset management with full visibility 
into dependencies.

By applying discovery and dependency automation at scale  
to gain complete information into assets, configurations,  
and dependencies, IT can:

• Respond to audits more quickly and accurately

• Eliminate waste in the software budget

• Make better decisions about data center consolidation 
and the cloud

Respond to audits
more quickly

Eliminate software
budget waste

Make better data center
consolidation and
cloud decisions
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THE ESSENTIAL ROLE OF DATA CENTER DISCOVERY IN ASSET MANAGEMENT

Companies can’t manage their software assets effectively if they don’t know what assets they have and how they relate. 

The Challenge

The problem begins with the methods IT organizations have traditionally relied on to perform data center inventory. 
The software in use at a company falls into three classifications: purchased, installed, and the software that employees actually 
use. Not all the software licenses purchased are necessarily installed, and not all installed software is necessarily used. 
To manage cost and reduce waste, IT needs visibility into each of these gaps. However, tracking this information is typically 
a time consuming and error-prone process, with several factors exacerbating the difficulty:

• The larger and more distributed the company, the harder it is to keep track of software licenses, installs, and usage. 

• Even without the added complexity of virtualization, SaaS, and cloud environments, it’s simply not scalable to track assets using 
spreadsheets and paper records, as many organizations do.

• Companies that rely on distributed data centers can face the further complication of a lack of onsite asset management at each 
location to continuously collect and correlate data.

As a result, it is extremely difficult to quickly track and report on all existing and new assets for a holistic, accurate, up-to-date 
data center inventory.

Audit Risk

The inability to inventory assets effectively leads to significant problems responding to software audits—a requirement 
increasingly imposed by vendors. To date, the top five vendors known to demand such audits include Microsoft, Adobe, 
Autodesk, Oracle, and SAP, all commonly found in enterprises of all sizes. According to an Information Week licensing survey1 
conducted in 2014, 40 percent of organizations with more than 500 employees had been audited within the last 24 months. 
This is a real burden for busy IT organizations, especially those relying on time-consuming audit methods like those described 
above. Teams must focus instantly and intensively to meet deadlines, pulling key personnel away from higher-value work.  
Failure is not an option; if companies are found to be out of compliance, they face steep fines and risk the loss of valuable 
discounts. Conversely, to minimize this risk, IT may tend to overcompensate, paying maintenance fees for software that is  
either no longer supported by the vendor or no longer in use by employees. Avoiding this waste isn’t a simple matter; IT can’t 
decommission an asset without understanding the background of its use, something impossible to achieve without clear  
visibility into its role in the business.

Consolidation and the Cloud

The lack of information into assets, configurations, and dependencies also complicates strategic decision-making in areas such 
as consolidation and the cloud. Knowledge of how the data center infrastructure supports business applications and services is 
essential to identify underutilized assets and determine which servers and storage can be consolidated. In a study reported 
in the Wall Street Journal2 in 2015, a Stanford University researcher found that 30 percent of the 4,000 servers in place at one 
company hadn’t been used over the previous six months. The same study estimated that there are more than 3.6 million such 
unused servers in the U.S. alone, consuming an estimated 1.44 gigawatts of generating capacity—a tremendous waste of both 
hardware and energy. Even organizations maintaining better-optimized data centers stand to gain new efficiencies and cost 
savings by moving applications or data centers to the cloud, but again, doing so requires a clear understanding of 
configurations and dependencies to avoid jeopardizing continuity and performance.

1 Doug Henschen, “Software Licensing: Move from Defense to Offense,” InformationWeek, September 2014.
2 Robert McMillan, “Zombie Servers: They’re Here and Doing Nothing But Burning Energy,” Wall Street Journal, September 2015.
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ACHIEVING HOLISTIC, REAL-TIME DATA CENTER UNDERSTANDING AT ENTERPRISE SCALE

To make the right IT decisions on behalf of your business while minimizing risk and cost, it’s not enough to simply perform 
an inventory of data center assets. You also need visibility into application dependencies so you can understand what assets 
support which part of the business, apply effective change management, and prioritize problem resolution.

Harnessing the Power of Automation

Performing this type of discovery using manual methods such as spreadsheets simply isn’t feasible in today’s highly complex  
and constantly changing environments. The only way to maintain accurate, up-to-the-minute information is through automated 
dependency mapping across the entire IT environment, including data center, cloud, and hybrid assets. Similarly, automatically 
updated service models make it possible to define and visualize applications to help IT understand the business implications of 
each decision made.

Understanding Data Center Asset Data

As information is collected, it’s important to make it easily available and make its context clearly understandable for users. 
A storage, network, software, or server admin should be able to easily map an application based on whatever information they 
already have about it, and gain a better understanding of how their specific domain impacts the business. Users should have 
instant access to configuration data from any device, and easily navigable application maps, dashboards, and reports tailored  
to user profiles, for fast answers to questions such as:

• What applications are running on which servers or use a specific storage device?

• What software is going to be out of support soon?

• What infrastructure does this application run on? 

• What hardware needs a refresh? 

• What has changed in the infrastructure?

• What is the ripple effect when IT makes a change?

Scanning Large Scale Environments with Ease

The approach used for data center discovery must be  
scalable enough to support large, complex enterprise IT environments. As a rule of thumb, IT should be able to scan more 
than 100,000 servers per day, and scan even more frequently in highly dynamic areas. To minimize impact on business-critical 
systems, scans need to take place within narrow time windows. Storage must also be scalable, allowing fast access to 
information even as its volume grows.

With the up-to-date visibility and understanding made possible by automated data center discovery and dependency, IT can 
streamline audits, manage software licenses and utilization more cost-effectively, and adopt configuration management  
to reduce risk and improve service throughout the IT enterprise environment. 

CONCLUSION

To make optimal use of existing data center resources while making the right strategic decisions moving forward, IT needs 
a clear understanding of how infrastructure supports the business. Holistic, automated data center discovery and dependency 
make it possible to capture accurate, real-time visibility into assets, configurations, and dependencies. Armed with this 
understanding, IT can respond more quickly and accurately to audits, eliminate waste in the software budget, and leverage 
consolidation and the cloud to improve efficiency without increasing risk.

The only way to maintain accurate, up-to-the-minute information 
is through automated dependency mapping across the entire IT 
environment, including data center, cloud, and hybrid assets.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION

To learn more about holistic, automated data center 
discovery and dependency mapping or to try it for 
yourself with a free download, please visit 
bmc.com/helix
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